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Searching for life on

SATURN’S
BIG
MOON
Titan’s soupy skies drizzle complex
hydrocarbons onto the moon’s surface,
potentially providing the building
blocks of life. BY MICHAEL CARROLL

DESPITE ITS FRIGID temperature, Titan
is a tantalizing target for further exploration
because it hosts a dense atmosphere (blue haze)
and maintains an active rain cycle. NASA/JPL-CALTECH/
SPACE SCIENCE INSTITUTE

Titan experiences
rainfall. But
instead of water,
Titan’s clouds
dump liquid
methane from
above.
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IN 1908, WHEN PERCIVAL LOWELL PUBLISHED Mars as the
Abode of Life, he saw the Red Planet as surely teeming with life. Today,
we know that’s not the case — but the search for life in the solar system
continues, and with far more tantalizing targets.
We have since learned a great deal about the icy ocean moons of the
outer solar system. We’ve seen cryovolcanoes erupting from Enceladus
and witnessed nitrogen glaciers sliding across the face of Pluto.
But still we wonder: What life might be
out there? If biomes have secured a foothold on the distant worlds of our solar
system, what form do they take?
These days, astrobiologists are turning their sights to another alien world,
nearly the size of Mars and far more distant: Saturn’s largest moon, Titan.

A different kind of life
At first blush, Titan seems an inhospitable place for an active biosphere. Its
opaque nitrogen-methane cocoon is the
second-densest atmosphere among all
the solid bodies of the solar system, after
Venus. Its atmospheric blanket sustains
surface temperatures of –290 degrees

Fahrenheit (–178 degrees Celsius). Still,
these chilly temperatures are much
warmer than the moon’s smaller sibling
Enceladus, whose daytime temperatures
hover nearly 80 F (27 C) below Titan’s.
Yet despite such frigid temperatures,
Titan has other features that might make
it more conducive to life.
Titan experiences rainfall. But instead
of water, Titan’s clouds dump liquid
methane, which is chemically similar to
the natural gas that many of us heat our
homes with. No matter what the rain is
made of, the great moon is the only world
besides Earth confirmed to have an active
rain cycle fed by evaporation from surface lakes and rivers. Its river valleys

Life in the

SOLAR
SYSTEM

WITH A
DIAMETER of
about 3,200 miles
(5,150 kilometers),
Titan is wider
than Mercury. This
natural-color mosaic
of the moon passing
in front of Saturn’s disk
was obtained by the
Cassini spacecraft
in 2012. NASA/JPL-CALTECH/
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drain into liquid-filled basins, some as
large as the terrestrial seas. Titan’s largest
sea, Kraken Mare, covers about 154,000
square miles (400,000 square kilometers),
making it roughly five times the area of
North America’s Lake Superior, or nearly
the size of Asia’s Black Sea.
A second kind of precipitation may
have even more bearing on the search for Hydrogen
life on Titan: a steady
Carbon
drizzle of hydrocarbons. This organic
“soot” combines with
methane to form complex
compounds, the raw materials of life. Titan’s winds pile
up the hydrocarbon fallout
Hydrogen
into vast sand seas.
But methane and hydrocarbons aren’t
the only things falling from Titan’s soupy
skies. Sunlight and radiation from Saturn
break up nitrogen and methane molecules
in Titan’s atmosphere. When these fragments recombine, they create a compound called vinyl cyanide. Vinyl cyanide

is important in the search for life because
it tends to assemble into membranes like
those found in terrestrial living cells.
This news has exciting implications
for life on Titan, but it was a long time
coming. Over a decade ago, the
Cassini spacecraft detected the
building blocks of vinyl cyanide on the distant moon,
yet it was not equipped to
confirm its existence. Later,
in 2014,
astronomers calibrating the
Nitrogen
66 antennas of the Atacama
Chemical formula:
C2H3CN
Large Millimeter/
First detection in
submillimeter
space: 1975
Array in Chile hapFirst clear detection
pened to use Titan
on Titan published:
as their target. As
2017
luck would have it,
Estimated availability
their data contained
in Ligeia Mare alone:
Enough for 10 million
the fingerprints of

VINYL
CYANIDE

cell membranes per
cubic centimeter

vinyl cyanide. We now know that thousands of tons of the stuff float high in
Titan’s upper atmosphere, and an
astounding 10 billion tons may have
accrued in Titan’s largest methane seas,
Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare.
The ability to form cell membranes is
certainly not a guarantee of life. However,
it is likely one of the prerequisites. Plus,
Titan has even more to offer, says planetary scientist and engineer Ralph
Lorenz of Johns Hopkins University’s
Applied Physics Laboratory, who was
part of the team that landed Cassini’s
Huygens probe on Titan. Lorenz believes
Titan is interesting for several key reasons. “There are processes going on there
that we don’t see at Mars today: the formation of clouds and rain, the pooling of
liquids on the surface, their movement
by tides and presumably by wind as well,
the formation of waves. You have a much
more astrobiologically interesting chemistry at Titan because of the methane
being processed into literally hundreds
of other compounds,” he says.
WWW. ASTRONOMY.COM
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THIS FALSE-COLOR VIEW of the seas near Titan’s north pole at left was
created using radar images from the Cassini spacecraft. Ligeia Mare, seen in the
3D reconstruction above, spans about 250 miles (400 km) and reaches depths of
more than 500 feet (165 m). It appears quite placid, likely due to a dearth of wind
at the time of observation. LEFT: NASA/JPL-CALTECH/ASI/USGS; ABOVE: H. ZEBKER
Apr. 2007

Kraken Mare
Jul. 2013

Inset area

Aug. 2014

Overcoming the cold
The primary roadblock to life on Titan
remains its cold temperature. Chemical
reactions of any kind (including biological ones) are sluggish. So how could
all those organic compounds — called
tholins — dissolve in Titan’s methane
lakes, combining into life-friendly mixes?
NASA Ames astrobiologist Christopher
McKay is trying to find out by experimenting in the laboratory with the solubility of organic material in liquid methane and ethane. “If you put the gunk in
the water, the water will turn brown like
tea, because things are dissolving in it.
If you take that same tholin and put it
in liquid methane and ethane, nothing
happens. The problem is that it’s freezing
cold.” To overcome this, McKay says they
immerse tholins in isopentane, which is
similar to methane, but can dissolve tholins at room temperature.
As part of their experiments, McKay
and his team chill down isopentane, adding liquid methane and ethane to the
mix. As the process continues, all the
isopentane solidifies, separates out, and is
gradually replaced by methane and ethane. But the concoction still exhibits
some solubility. Using this process, the
team “tricks” the mechanism keeping the
46
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tholins from dissolving into the
Jan. 2015
methane, allowing
them to mix in.
“Titan may be able
to do that with
BY SCOURING CASSINI IMAGES, researchers uncovered transient
time. It could be
features (insets) in Ligeia Mare they dubbed “Magic Islands,” which are thought
to be waves or bubbles in the hydrocarbon sea. NASA/JPL-CALTECH/ASI/CORNELL
that in the low
temperatures, it
just takes a lot of time. In my lab, we
says, “low temperatures can be good
can’t do an experiment that lasts for a
because everything is slow; you don’t
million years, but Titan can,” he says.
have to work very hard. You don’t need a
Low temperatures may actually be an
lot of energy. Being slow is a feature if
advantage for Titan life, McKay asserts.
you don’t have very much energy.”
On the one hand, cold temperatures can
Yet some biologists are skeptical that
slow down or entirely prevent reactions
such slow biological processes can occur.
from occurring. “On the other hand,” he
It’s possible that biotic forms may have
developed weaker chemical bonds than
those found in terrestrial life, so the chemical reactions might not be so limited. But
this has not, as yet, been seen in nature.
Additionally, biochemists have failed to
find models that they can point to as possible genetic molecules (those that can
store information like RNA and DNA) for
Titan. Unlike the diverse structures of
protein molecules, hydrocarbons are limited in the way their physical structures
can interact with each other and compounds in their environment. In other
words, Titan’s a tough place to live.

“Low temperatures
can be good
because everything
is slow; you don’t
have to work very
hard. You don’t need
a lot of energy.”
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THE SURFACE near Titan’s north pole, imaged above by Cassini’s Visual
and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer, displays a “wet-sidewalk effect” on its
surface after seasonal methane rains. The inset view highlights the effect, as
well as the mirrorlike (or specular) reflection of sunlight off one of Titan’s lakes,
named Xolotlan Lacus. NASA/JPL/UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA/UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
A CROSS SECTION OF TITAN at right shows the subsurface global
ocean that likely hides beneath the moon’s rocky surface. ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY, AFTER
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Life beneath
Although Titan’s surface conditions
may make biology a difficult prospect,
the world likely has a gentler subsurface
ocean — a sea of saltwater 60 miles
(100 km) beneath the ice. Careful study
of features on Titan’s surface shows that
the moon’s crust has wandered over
time, shifting the positions of mountains and other landmarks by as much
as 19 miles (30 km). Cassini orbital
measurements also revealed bulges in
the moon’s surface, further suggesting
that Titan’s interior has a layer of liquid
beneath its frozen surface. The water is

TO HELP SCIENTISTS investigate
Titan’s subsurface ocean, NASA is exploring
the development of a submarine that could search
for hydrothermal vents on the ocean’s floor, as seen
in this artist concept. NASA

likely rich in salts with dissolved sulfur,
sodium, and potassium, elements common in the outer solar system. Titan’s
briny depths, locked in eternal darkness,
seem cut off from any external energy
source and separated from the world’s
mineral-rich, rocky core. But studies
of ice fields show that diapirs — slowly
rising masses of solid ice — can transport material from the base of glaciers
upward within the ice. It may well be
that minerals from Titan’s core have
migrated upward to mix with its isolated
water ocean, providing life-empowering
minerals. Additionally, cryovolcanic
surface activity and its organic fallout
likely interact with this ocean. Along
with the ever-present hydrocarbon soot,
this forges another source of biomaterials that may be channeled into the subsurface ocean.
Water has another advantage: It can
dissolve a whole host of life-friendly
compounds, far more than either methane and ethane. Water is the great
enabler of most biological operations
we understand, often serving as a
bridge between important chemicals
that are necessary to life.
But how could we find out if, in fact,
Titan has an active, alien biome?

The search is on
For Lorenz, Titan provides a multitude of
possibilities: “There’s plenty to discover
in Titan’s seas, even if they are just methane, nitrogen, and ethane. There is the
very exciting astrobiological potential of
‘Can you have a whole different chemistry of life in that different solvent?’ There
are a whole set of functions like metabolism, information storage, and replication, and you need to figure out how to
make the molecular toolbox to do those
things. Nobody really knows how well
that works there.”
“The story of life on Titan is really the
story of energy,” says McKay. “Life is
going to need energy no matter what it
does or how it’s built; it may or may not
need membranes or a particular type of
membrane, but it’s going to need energy.”
But what energy sources might be available for biological processes?
Solar energy is one available energy
source (although it is much lower on Titan
than on Earth). Another energy source is
hydrogen — in fact, just about every
organic on Titan can react with hydrogen
to release energy. To astrobiologists like
McKay, “That’s interesting in terms of the
energy requirement for life, but it’s also
interesting in terms of a biosignature.”
WWW. ASTRONOMY.COM
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THIS SET OF IMAGES was captured by the ESA’s Huygens probe as it descended to Titan’s
surface on January 14, 2005. ESA/NASA/JPL-CALTECH/UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

THE HUYGENS PROBE, seen in this artist’s concept at left, lasted about 90 minutes on Titan’s
surface before running out of battery power. After landing, it captured the color-enhanced image of the
moon’s rock-strewn surface pictured at right. ILLUSTRATION: ESA. PHOTO: ESA/NASA/JPL/UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
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TITAN’S ATMOSPHERE
Biosignatures — fingerprints of active
biology — are markers for which future
probes will search. For example, one of
the biosignatures of life on Earth is the
presence of oxygen. But while life both
creates and consumes oxygen, this gas
would not confirm the existence of terrestrial life, McKay says. That’s because
Earth’s atmosphere is roughly 21 percent
oxygen, enough that variations due to
life are tiny compared with the total
amount of oxygen in the air.
But carbon dioxide is a different matter. Because this gas makes up only 0.04
percent of Earth’s atmosphere, “If you
measured carbon dioxide [on Earth], you
would find that it was highly variable,”
McKay says. The life-caused variation in
carbon dioxide is large enough to affect
the total. On Titan, carbon dioxide’s
analogue might be molecular hydrogen,
which makes up less than 0.5 percent of
the moon’s atmosphere. If biological processes on Titan consume hydrogen, this
gas may fluctuate, offering researchers a
sign of life.
Actively searching for living organisms on any other world is difficult. This
is especially true in an environment
as alien as Titan. Unlike Mars and
Enceladus, where we know that Earthlike life will operate with analogs of
terrestrial metabolism, detecting life
on Titan will require many different
approaches. First, a probe would need
to search for biomarkers in the

NASA’S PROPOSED
DRAGONFLY MISSION,
which is one of two finalists for
NASA’s New Frontiers program,
would send a flying robotic
craft to explore the surface of
Titan, as shown in this artist’s
concept. NASA

environment, such as imbalances or
cycles of gas levels. Second, in examining
surface materials, a lander would go on
to search for new structures or unfamiliar, repeating, non-geological patterns.
Boats or submarines could sniff out biosignatures in Titan’s methane seas.
Orbiters also could detect biosignatures
from above. One probe under consideration, a drone called Dragonfly, aims to
chart hydrogen levels by scooping up
material around it. It will then study the
material with an advanced gas chromatograph mass spectrometer, which will
separate and analyze specific types of
molecules within the sample. On Mars
and Enceladus, scientists are looking for
water-based life, so they will search for
molecules that work well in water like
amino acids and lipids. But on Titan, we
have no idea which molecules to look for.
So researchers will be looking for anything that sticks out and makes them say,
“Huh, that’s odd.”
The discovery of life on Titan would
be a watershed moment in the biological
sciences. Though life on Mars or
Enceladus will likely be chemically similar to that found on Earth, on Titan, any

THIS SPECULATIVE ILLUSTRATION shows what the surface of Titan may look like if a completely
unique form of life exists based on hydrocarbons like methane and ethane. MICHAEL CARROLL

life capable of surviving in liquid methane will tell us that more than one kind
of life exists in the universe. As McKay
puts it, the news would tell us, “Not only
do we have neighbors, but they are
strange, or we are strange, we don’t know
which. It would be remarkable.”

When not painting or writing about space
science, Michael Carroll writes novels. His
latest, Lords of the Ice Moons, published by
Springer, takes place on Enceladus.
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